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Time:3 hour
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SU&IEICT: MATHEMATICS

MODAL TEST PAPER 2018.19

Class: fd$

l. A11 questions are comPulsory

2. Ql consists of l0 parts and each part will carry one mmk'

3. Q2 to Q9 each will be of 2 marks

4. Ql0 to Ql9 each will be of 4 marks

5. Q 20 to Q23 each will be of 6 rnarks.

6. Use of calculator is not allowed.

Part- A

Q1. (i). lf f(x)=sin x and 8(x)=5x then fog(x) is:

(a)Ssin x (b)sin(Sx) (c) (sinr)s (d)s,n (f)
(ii). lf cos-lx=y then x belongs to

(a) (0,1) (b) (-1,1) (c) [-1,1] (d) [0,1]

(iii). tf Aisasquareof matrixof order4X4and lRl=sthen lAdj.(A)l is

lal27 (b) 81 (c) s (d) 3

pinTx 
. x * 0 is continuous at x = 0 then

(iv). lf f(x)=l 3x ''
( m, x=0

value of m is

(.); bt; rcti (d)l

(v). lf y=leg1r;n x)then fi^t*fit
(a)o (b)-1 (c) 1 (d)\U

(vi). Ilr* ttn'* dx is equalto

(a) o (b); tc) ] (d) -1

(vii). orderof differentialequation #-re)n * r=0is
(a) 3 (b)4 (c) 1 (d)o

M.M.90

q)
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tviiit. la 
. dl = lA x E'ltnen ansle between d ondi is

(a): (b); (c); tdt;

(ix). Directioir ratios of normal to the plane 5x-y+32=10 are

(a) (s, 1, 3) (b) (-s, -1, 3Xc) (s, -1,3) (d) (s, -1, -3)

(x). rf n(r)jthen P(notE)is

(a); (b): tcti (d;

Part- B

oz. rta=[] 1] ana 1x1=,'*3x-s then find f(A)

Gl. lf 4x-6y=66s x then find ,q
Q4. Evaluate lo3 

(x3 + +)dx

Q5. Solve I#-*a,
e6. Form the differential equation representing the family of curves x2+y2=f where r is an arbitrary

constant

Q7. Find the integrating factor of the differential equation :

ffy=x2sinx

Q8. Find the equation of plane passingfromthe p;Tt# and plane is perpendicular to the line

z= s= ?'
e9. tf p(A)=2 p(B){ where A and B are independent events then find P(AuB) and P(AlB}.

Part-C

e10. Prove that function f:$.-+f,, f(x)ff is invertible. Also find fl.
Or

1

rf f(x)=(3 - x3)i then find fof(x). Also find f1

Q1 1. Prove t h at zta n{ (1)+ta n-'(}) =ta n" (-!1).

orz. exoress [l -t ] 
., ,r, of a symmetric matrix and a skew-symmetric matrix'

Q13. lf y=(taar)'+ x' then find fr
OR

lf y=e3tan-lr ,n"n prove that (! + x2)2yz+ 2x(1+x2)yr9y=0

Q14. Find the equation of tangent and normal to the curve y=3x2+5 at the point where tangent is

parallel to line y=6x+5. 
P.T.O.
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A1s. soke J,(,++a dx

OR

Evaluate lr6(x2 + 3)dr as limit of a sum.

Q16. Find the area of region bounded by circle x2 + y2 = 16 and line y=x and x-axis in the first

quadrant.

Q17. Solve the differential equation xdy'ydx=rfFfi dx'

Q18. Find the area of a triangle with vertices (1,1,3), (5,6,-2) and (7,8,4) using vectors.

Q19. Find the probability distribution of number of aces if two cards are drawn from the well shuffled

deck of 52 cards.

Part-D

Q20. Solve the following system of linear equations by matrix method:

x+y+z=3, 5x-Y'z=3, 3x+2Y42=7

OR

[1 1 1l
Using elementary transformations find inverse of | 5 -1 -1 I[s 2 -4]

Q21. A wire of length 45m is to be cut into two pieces. one piece is to be made into a circle and other

into a square. Find the len$hs of two pieces so that the combined area of circle and square is

minimum.
OR

Find the height of right circular cone of maximum volume that can be inscribed in a sphere of

radius 21cm.

Q22. Find the lmage of a point(5,2,-1) in the plane 3x+2y-z=30'

OR

Find the shorteit distance between the lines:

i = t + 2J -34 + l(st - i + [) and f = 2i - 3j + [ + P(3t + 2J - sf<)

Q23. Maximize & minimize Z=5x+3Y-1 subject to the constraints x+y>2,x+y< 8' x<

OR

5,y 1S,x,y > 0.

Maximize & Minimize z=2ox+3oy subject to the constraints x+y> 3, 3x+7yS 2L,x- y > 0, x,y> 0'

G)

P.T.O.
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SUE,ECT: MATHEMATICS

MODAL TEST PAPER 2018-19

Class: ftr€t M.M.90Time:3 hour

- 1. All questionsarecomPulsory

2. Ql consists of l0 parts and each part will carry one mark'

3. Q2 to Q9 each will be of 2 marks

4. Ql0 to Ql9 each will be of 4 marks

5. Q 20 to Q23 each will be of 6 marks.

6. Use of calculator is not allowed.

Part- A

- I .l If a binary operation defined by a*b: ab then 2*3 is

A)4 B)2 c)e D)8

L.zIn a single throw of two dice, the chances of throwing a sum of 5 is:

( )7 /36 (B) 1/18 (c) tle (D) s/36

1.3 lf AB = C whereA isamatrix of order 2x3and C is amatrix of order 2x5, thenthe orderof B is:

(A)3x5 (B)4x5 (C)3x3 (D)5x5

1.4 The value of sin(sec-Lx * cosec-Lx) is equal to

A)o B)-: c)1 d):

L5 I ,.Q* logx) dr equals

(A)extogx*c fnll+c G)-#*t (D)xrogx+c

t.6The number of arbitrary constants in the general solution of a differential equation of third order is:

(A) o (B) 2 (c) 3 (D) s

U)
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1.7lfY=Sx,ttrenfris:

(A)5' (B) 5r log 5 (C) r.5r-1 (D) 0

1.8If d=i,+4j +4fr,and| =4i- j +2[,then d'disequalto

(A)8 (B) 16 (c) t2 (D) 4

1.9 Distance between two planes 2x - 3y * 6z t !4 = 0 from point (0, 2, l) is

' ( A) -z (B) 3 (c)z (D) s

1.10 If Y = cos x,then ?* "t 
x =!i":

, folo (B) 1 (c) -1 (D) o

i Part-B

Z. Find the differential equation of family of circles touching Y-axis at the origin.

3. Using elementary column transformations, find inverse of matrix tr - 12 5t-[r sl

4. Differentiate xex fromfirst principle.

---. 5. Findtheshortestdistancebetweentwolines i =i*2j +3f(+ l(i-3j +zft1anai -- 4t+ 5i+ 6k +

1t(2t+3i +fi

6. Evaluate t x stn-tx dx

g. Assume that each bom chitd is equally likely to be a boy or girl. If a family has two children, then what

is the conditional probability that both are girls? Given that (a) the youngest is a girl (b) at least one is a

girl?

s. Evaluate t#
Part-C

l

l0.ShowthattherelationS = {a, b):a,b eR artd'a<b3}isneitherreflexivenorsymmetricnor

transitive.

t2)



I I . Using properties of determinants, prove that

a2 az - (b - c)2 bcl
i, o, -ir-i), cal=@-bXb-c)(c -a)(a+b+ c)(az +b2 +cz)

cz cz -(a-b)2 abl

12. lf x sin(a + y) + sin a cos(a + y) = o' thcn pt ove that * = 
t#

13. Find the interval in which f (x) = xa - 8x3 + 22x2 - 24x + 21 is (a) strictly increasing O) strictly

decreasing.

Or

A particle moves along the cuwe y =:*' * 5' Find the points on the curve at which the y-coordinate

changes as fast as the r-coordinate.

- 14.Evaruate I{fff,a,
15. Using integration, find areaof the followingregion {t*,O'f;+'7= ' = I 

* }}

16. Findvalue ortan-'$) -r*-'C=)
Or

proue that r"-' (}) * tarrt fr) * t*r-'(}) . r-' (}) = i
17. Solve the differential equation t, - DH= x *2!

ls'lf d,ianddarethreevectors'suchthatldl = s'lBl --12and'ldl = 13andd* i+ E= 0'thenfind

the value of d. d +i.e + e.d

19. Two cards are drawn simultaneously (without replacement) from a well-shuffled deck of 52 cards' Find

the mean and variance of number of red balls'

Part-D

20. Using matrix method, solve the following system of equations

?*1*to =4, !-9+s---t, 1*?-?=2, x,v,z+o
x'y z ' x y z x y z

B,)



Or'

l(b + c)2 az a2 I

Provethatl b2 @*a)z b2 l=2aoc(a+b+c)3
I ,' cz (a+Dzl

2 I . Show that the volume of the greatest cylinder that can be inscribed in a cone of height h and semi-

vertical angle a islrfftanza.

Or

An open box with a square base is to be made out ofa given iron sheet of area27 sq. m. Show that the

ma.rimum volume of the box is 13.5 cu.cm.

22. Find the equation of plane passing through the intersection ofpl ar,les 2x +y - z = 3 and. sx - 3y +

4z t 9 = 0 and parallel to the line f ="i ="i

Or

Find the distance between the point P(6, 5, 9) and the plane determined by the points A(3, -1,2),8(5,2,

4) and CGl, -1,6)

.23. A dealer wishes to purchase a number of fans and sewing machines. He has only Rs. 5760 to invest and

has space for at most 20 items. A fan costs Rs. 360 and a sewing machine costs Rs. 240. He can sell a

fan at a profit ofRs. 22 and a sewing machine at a profit ofRs. 18. Assuming that he can sell all the

i1gms that he can buy, how should he invest his money in order to maximise his profrt? Formulate the

problem as an LPP and solve it graphically.

Or

Graphically mininizn Z = 2x + 5y subject to the constraints:

2x + 4y 3 8,3x * Y 3 6,x + Y < 4 and x'Y 2 0

t,,)


